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Dear Lies, 

I'm sorry that my 70 years and enfeeblement following a series of surgeries pre-

vented my writing you several weeks ago when I was sent a copy of the first eight pages 

of your September isuue. 

BaZd on reading these eight pages I wholeheartedly agreed that you do repr4sint 

the lies of our times! I found also that in referring to yours]] f as "LOOT" you had en-

capsulated perfectly what Oliver Stone is up to in his coming movie to the defense of 

which }you devote thede pages: he will rip off the national mind while ripping off the 

purses and, from what I know of his project and you represent about yourselves, you also 

should have known that this is what from the first he has been up to. 

I doubt if it would be correct to begin what I now quote by saying that you do 

know this no instead I Bay that eb the outset you claim to have the knowledge to which 

I refer: "After having researched the Konnddy (sic- there were two) aseassinAIion for more 

than 20 years, and having published Jim Garrison's book, Un the Trail of the assasuins••.." 

In this you do claim factunX knowledge of both tho subject matter and the content of 

Garrison's book. 

In this note to your readers you also refer to the alleged "frenzied disinformation 
1 

campaign around the making of the film." TIlis is as real as Garrison s book which you pub- 

lished without the meet rudimentary checking. His lies about his times is what bb book is. 

And as you should have k-nown and I presume did but found the truth ikiiiiuneuitable 

for your purposes, which coincide with Stone'n, I am that"camkaign." 
r . 

Because all of you sabre the problem of not being able to tell the truth even by 

accident and thus I do not know what Stone told you and did not tell you, I tell you that 

when l learned that Stone was blsing hit) movie, as he said over and over again, on L'errison's 
(,,,,_210+1 

book, I WfUtt-hii9at some length and in detail about the utter and complete dishonesty of 
-1 

that book, with dome documentatflion and offering more. He did not respond. 

Of the basic lies in that book faithfully repeated in the copy of the script that 

was sent me you may prefer Stone's lie, that I stole it) I repeat one that I called to 

Stone's attention, the illegod proof that the CIA7iiiii7Wrecked Garrison a investigation, 
If 

having infiltrated Bill Bexley for that purpose. This is what Garrison sap in the book but it 

AI a lie. The truth is that among ether adventures that should have left any honest and 

self-respecting publishers and editors aghast, ho wan going to commemorate the fifth anni - 

vereayy of the JFKaBeassination by charging Robert Perrin, who had killed himself in New 

Orleans in 1962,with having been a Ofeney Knoll assassin in 196111umong other things. 

To prevent that additional monstrous national disgrace I conducted an investigation 

in which I was assisted by Garrieon4s chief investigator, who assigned some of his staff 
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to make for me those investigations that even one who had flunked a anti correspondence 

course in detectivd work should have known were basic - and that Garrison had not conducted 

or directed any of his staff investigators to make or even his Bexley. 

(Who was not, by the way,,What 8tono and your editor on his book and script co-author 

lied in Saying he was, an assistant district attorney and thus a city employee. lie was hired 

by Garrison aster strong staff objections and was paid from private funds.) 

Among seine of the other things I used were some of Baxley's reporte to garrison, along 

witiOhidpar anoidal annotations of them, This work was nkilther pleasant nor easy and I had 

to put in l&ng hours, evel3a'hbrrowed and defective portable typewriter. 

When Garrison wan confronted with my report the morning after I completed it and in 

particular with its beginning, which is quite explicit in stating that Baxley was wing 

up "proof" to support the utter irrationality Garrison himeyf had made up, Garrison had 

no choice but to abandon his ghastly contrivance for the commemoration of that anniversary 

of the meet terrible crime I've lived through, to blame it all on Boxley, and ti, fire him. 

It was to Garrison a nice and fitting touch to blame the CIA for what garrison himp 

self had done "infiltrated" Boxley into his "investigation." 

I have a carbon copy of my report. Stone had no interest in it. You also had no in- 

terest in truth and fact or you'd have checked Garrison'a book out and learned the truth 

about this and so muoh hors about which he lied. 

So, when Stone was silent several months after I let him know the truth, which wqe 

well before he started shooting, after I read the script I phoned George tardner. I've known 

him for 25 years and while there is much on which we do not agree I've known him to be an 

accurate reporter and a trustworthy one. I've been his source on a number of °tacos that 

are quite the opposite of what you and Stone represent and I am hardly CIA, as also alleged 

by you (p1) since I started this all. I've sued the CIA and the FBI many times and ae a 

result have about a third of a million pages of once-withheld government records. 

The very records Stone has prated repeatedly are suppressed until at leant the year,* 

2039, the records in which he had no interest and did not ask to be able to see or for copies 

of any. Simultaneously, his mouth having at least as many corners as Garrison's, he was 

also telling the world that hie film drew on all that had come to light in the 26 years 

since that assassinAtion. 

So, if there wqa the "campaign" to which you refer, as there wasn't, it is obvious 

that Stone himself caused it and that I alone started td. Now how much of a qmagn do 

you think is possible for a man of my ago with all the infirmaties that followed compli- 

' ctgivr  Cations 	a series of surgeries that began with arterial and of which the/last was 

open-heart? It hasn't been safe for me to drive out of Frederick since 1977 and I have 

not, I cant stand still for more than a moment and when I'm not walking I must keep my 

lege elevated, as I am now, with the typewritet to a side. And am not to lift moro than 



15 pounds. 

"disinformation" I'll come to but you also say this alleged campaign ie "frenzied." 

Doki your really thing that a "frenzied disinformational campaign" is within my 

capabilities? 

In Carl Ogleebre article that begins on page 3 he says that "The attack on Stone 

enlisted," and with his flair for accuracy he lists the Washington Poet, which was the first, 

aso  the first of the papers and magazines he has in my supposed Army 

lie begins by saying that the "attacking" journlists are those "who ordinarily could 
4 

not care less what Holli—Wood has to say about such great events..." 

I have moss i of the stories to which he referiTikkif those you described as "dis-

*informational." Be did not phone me to ask me anything at all. Not that ho had to. But 

because ho refers to the Post's story and it makes it clear I was its source and because 
/Jcciiv 

he know6 about my work and has some notOmn of itlibrcidth and depth and some rudimentary 
4 

cheek would seem to be required for authentic scholarkhip. 

Unless, of course, fact is irrelevant to him as to all of you. 

Abut You kplurai) also did no checking before you comvetted your "Lies" into an liver 

Stone propaganda rag. 

Oglesby and all the rest of you do find fact irrelevant as you pursue political ob-

jectivds in spite of and contrary to fact. Ogloeby's  first interest in the a% assassination 

was just such an adventure. You say he was the founder of what called itself the Assassina-

tion Information Bureau. I know he was a leader in it. 

"Information?" Thoy gave the word a meaning closer to Soebbele' than to Webster'u. 

They got started after darrison excited the world with his multitude of theories 

he prp represented as fact and that is precisely what they did. There was nothing too 

obviously untenable or too extreme for either of them. As as they ripped off the minds, 

particularly collegiate minds, while dipping into the pockets, they made acceptable to 

most oft-u-ii who are lumped together flan "researchers" or "critics" by the media andBethe 
A 

government substitution of what was imagihed for established fast. 

Yeo, there is a groat volume of fact in the enormity of now—available government 

records, fact that is beyond reasonable question. Wbile i know of none that gives com-

fort to the official mythology, there is a conegerable amount of information relating to 

the body of the crime. 

These exploters and commercializere including Oglesby had no interest in it. They 

knew me and of my litigation and they certainly knew what I gave the press and the press 

used. Inelfaing, please note, &forge Lardner and the Washington Post, among otherd. 

Uarrilon wrote a letter saying that a statue should be 'tab erected to mu 

bringing all that information to light, but he asked fOji/none of it for his book. 

BeLdnning not litter than Garrison and these AIB scholars who made up fact as they 



ttr ,kke," 	 ..,„.i.x,,,ir i AA.. , 
i 1 edfkaot and theory became indisti4guishable undifashionable. Garrison,e book makes up 

Y his own history and,in announcing that his movie would be based on Garrisonae book,Stone 
41. 

also told the world - 	this, all of you who complain about alleged "prior restraint" 

or ad you any, "preoensornhip"- that his movie would record their "history" for the people 

and would toll them "who" killed their President, "why" and how." (Odd that in eight pages 
you found no space for this when this is the true basis of the controversy- whether Stone, 

Garrison, Skelr Sklar or any others have the right to fix a/alse account of the great 

crime that turned arm the world around on the people and proclaim it to be the truth. 

Stone has no right to claim his fraud cannot properly be subject to criticism until 

he is able to perpetrate it. 

And it in not at all true, as he told Oglesby, that this oriticem of his fraud is 

"sight4LiSen, before completion and on the basis of a pirMid first-draft screen}lay." 
Without sight of the script the legitimacy and the urgency of the criticism come, 

from basing it ea on 'arrio Is shameless and falue account of his own fiasoo, and the 51(  
more it is amplified by that compendium cif all the nutty hightmarea compiled by Jim Flarra 
for his book "crossfire" the more dishonest, misleading, is misrepresenting and disinfor-

mational that movie is. 

stone burps and all of you sycophantg and like-minded and amoral get bellyaches. 

Tho wild tales by the AIB lecturers were, of course, exciting. When you make it up, 

you make it attractive. lho serious speaker could compete with their concoctions and thus 
444  -P• 117A/ 1110w 

for practical pr1poaes they and they alone had the collegiate audflenoes 	for their sub- 

stitutions of the awful reality. 

All of this, au a number of once-withheld official records make clear, didlnirty 

wotk for out official miscreants, putting them in a position to circulate some of this 

garbagei of their selection) along with disproof of Tzcritithus inside the government 

they persuaded that they had told the truth, witness his criticism. 
A 

Su ,erfioially less unreasonable than most but still not feettia factually so are 

several of Otleaby's statementS(page 4) that Uarrisonnestablished" Oswald's "asnooiation" 

with "three people who had clear wit ties to the CIA," .Mari-G--Ethet Shaw, Guy Banister 

and David Ferrie. ho part of this is true. What Garrison got was the unau rted and un-
supportable statement of a woman who was obviously incredible, Delphine Roberts. She had 

L' been ihnister's secretary. For a long time she would not oven speak toCarrison. But 
when she got into a squabble with Banister's widow - the scuttlebutt was that she had been 
Banister's mistress, whether or not true - she made these things up as part of her fight 

to get possession of Baiikater'a files. 

OglySby also says that basun° VictoirHarchetti said, Ogiesiiewords, not "archetti's, 

"that Shaw and 'errie as well indeed were connected to the CIA," this is "proof of a CIA 

connection to Shaw." 



Although I also was told in 1967 that Ferris had worked for the CIA there is no 

proof of it of which_t know and further, no reason to believe it. They do some crazy 

things in the CIA but hiring as crazy and undependable and uncontrollable a character 

as 'orrie was not one. 

(There is a fiction that the CIA hires almost anyone for "c tract" work. They do not 
i<44-,Li"`""  

if for no other reasons they haVe few such needs and they cloy dare run such risks.) 
1 

Ono can conjecture r6dlesely about whether of not Shaw Worked for the CIA, which is 

not the same as Oglesby's weasel word "connected" to it, but there is not a scintilla of 

credible evidence. 

If people lilts you and Oglesby feel comiortable telling the people that unproven 

rumors or your own speculations are fact and the trbuh, which is what you join Stone, 

S#lar, Girrison and others in doing, I am not and I will not lie that way. 

However, Shaw did have a "CIA commotion," along with millions of others. He was a 

source for its domenlic-contact service, an open and abOlVe-board and completely normal 

and not infrequently very important intelligence function. 

Shaw was also a "contact" source for the FBI, never mentioned by Stone no not by 

his sycophants. 

To illustrate with one of many examples, with all the dubous Latin American person-

alities, inoldding bloody dictators, who came to New Orleans, and with all the enemies:t 

they earned and had, should not public authority know and be prepared! 

The business matters alone with foreign countries of which Shaw had personal know-

ledge wan important, normal and universal intelligence information, from the CIA to 

the KGB and all in between. 

Stone farted that Loardner is CIA so there is UgleabY'n bellyaches( page 4) that 

Lardner is the "dean of the Washington intelligence press corps; Lardner wrote the first 

story so 'tone and his ass-kissers focus on him. Not that he is intelligence, not that 
► r.1 ■ 1 

,tone hao not apologized for that libel. They assail him to divert attention or the truth 

Oh the actualities of the-WA-glories and the controversy. 

Batilis is Oglesby,-andhe was AIB, and with him at AIB was Jeff doldberg. Goldberg 

was recently in the nwws an Tom Hangold'd research assistant and co-intervioweWfor his 

book "Cold Warrior." It in about the late James J. Angleton, who had been head of the 

CIA's eounterintelliegnce. 

So now, in Oglesbys e way land of course not his alone among all of you), I'm going 

to show Oglesby'n "CIA commotion." 

kkongold's is an excelent book with but dmajor flaws it blames all the 

terrible things done by the CIA on Angleton. To put this another way, in pinning it all 

on Angleton, he exculpates the CIA.soan 

There ought not be any real dispute about how important this is to the CIA. 



Mey, maybe this connects you with the CIA? After all, you got Oglesby to write this 

and then you published it, so you are "connected" with him, he in "connected" wtith 

berg and few Pecpeople in recent years did more of what the CIA wanted done thaN 'oldberg 

and Mangold. They wiped the institutional slate virtually clean in pinning all those awful 

things on the safely-dead 	Angleton. tc,I r), ,ypolile.) 

Again flaunting hie ignorance and irresponsible; and again holding his gut after 
!jtone“5 fart, Oglesby says that ",Lardner stooped to a still greater deception Atemember 

this wort ).1 	with respect to the so-called three tramps', the mgoa=ted in the 
1 

railroad yard just north of Bel Dealey Plaza after the shooting and taken to the police 
station, but then released without being identified. Lardner knows there is legitimate 
colern abohtthese men." 

Firut of all, ignorant Oglesby, indifferent to fact, whcjih he here a so makes up, 
CW,4  is really talking about me. I gave Lardner that information and his story- in)Itono, 

A 
Oggileby and the rest of you fart-fe-  reactors to the cont -nry notwithstanding, 

Pi.Lait:Lef_all, Twee men were not tramps. That was tiarrisods invention. 
a! 

He believed, fadt being itaMaxent to him also, that oYe of them, who'd been 
A 	 14 

identified as many, many different man, was Edgar Faiginio liradley, then west-coast rep-
resentative of the ultradiew Jersey preacher7-OEFI-Maritiref-  was going to charge . 

C Iv) .  tArt 4 1 (e "Wri 	-- 

Au v/ 	bitirrt !.. 	 eTht-f..L1 
gid Bradley with 	Perrins follobLemeariain when I tfai0kU7tha:st horror.ap before it 

A 
could bo birthed. 

In order to do this I had two independent,professional investigations made. Both, 
. —sae neither sing of the other, yielded the same information. Theam men were winos, drin king 

it up in a boxcar when spotted an hour and a half after the assassination. 
Stone insists they were in a passenger car and that it was behind the Texas School 

Book liepository and they were "arrested" within minutes of the shooting. 

He either had tog me up with this bull or74itog nange the script all over again. 
One of his changes was triggered 4y /ardner's ridicule. In the script he has two 

baddies holding David r'errie's head in the toilet by his hair. Well, in my "Oswald in 
c/ 

New Orleans," which 	'iarrison diCand -iead and for which ho wrote an eloquent forewiird, 

I brought to light the fact that Ferris had alopaeoia total's and thus aid,  not have a hair 
911111941.4:0 (You and your Sicalr sure show the benefits of the kt of "research" you 
have spent 20 years onlSklar-pript coauthor, Oarrlsonie editor') 

,,r 
This was not, as Oglesby, with his usual precision and factuality, says vAei"north" 

of Dealey Plaza.*  It was south of it, behind the Central annex Post Oie.:Office. Its address 

is 217 South Main Street. Or, the boxcar was a block west of the budding the government 
claims the shots were fired from and two and a half blitckseouth of it. 

D'ya suppose that the CIA had invented for this assassination a rifle that can be 

sight and fired at such a distance at right angles? 

Or trains if) assassins to linger near the scene of the crime to get caught an 



hour and a half after it? 

Garrison says they were arrested, "tone says they were arrested, two farts and 

Oglesby is right there holding his bully, saying that they were arrested. 

Well, they weren't. They were led off to dry out and those edxyasxwho rofees an 

interest in individual rights may wonder why' titsiaxtyou all insist that druj a should be 

charged as criminals. Of course they weren't! And should not have been? 

Stone qualifies as an expert on pictures, Garrison is this self-proclaimed demon 

investigator, and all of the rest in your army have your own skille. At least I so presume. 

Bow anybody in his right mind can look at those pictures and decide the men are under 

arrest a/ regarded as dangerous is beyond me! 

The Drily, way to Zak them off those tracks was to walk them past that buidding. The 

news cameramen were photographing everythig that moved. So, these drunks were photo- 
4 

graphed, toop ias they walked, withoal  ligulcs& on them1 or any Lehr restraint and with 
• 

none of the three police escorts, one of whom wan a deputy sheriff, having a pistol out. 

That is how aseepeina are exerted by police? 

There was another confirming investigation but this should be enough. 

If Lnrdner isn't as nutty as Stone and his claque he has to be CIA. 14ativally1 .  

Broadening his assault on the press Vi Oglesby asks, 1Why do normally skeptical 

journalistsreeerve their most hostileiriticiem for those who have tried to keep this case 

on the national agenda." 

Althpugh this seems to be reasonable it in fact amounts to a demand that each and 

every one 	of many invented and unproven theories of all those who preteCI to solve 

the crime of the assassination be accepted without question by the press. No matter, as au / 4  

with Ouriadon, the theories were proven to be.untliable, everyone is to forget that have 

e implicit confidence in the next waridif zany conjectures. 

It pleased Garrison to start a whole new area of connpitaoy imaenings when he saw 

the pictures of those irrejevant winos being walked away for drying out and so everyone 

either believes this errs=amsarrantO--nnee—nonsenee of he somehow has to be a government 

agent. Those poor men have been "identified" as dozens of conspiring assassins ranging 
lot 

from the forfeillA agent E. Howard Hunt as well an some ofhie former friends and associates 

.44; 
to one "Frenchy" who" 'identification" was embellished into his allegedly being Lyndon 

Johnson's farm manager! 
Somehow the irrationalikilingeri,aAy kind of lie told about the assassination ipso 

facto bedomes fact on its uttering'and the endless series of palpable lies. oommerdialized 1 

by OGiesby and his 82 AID and others notoriogely by OarrisonVihie is what really is needed 

"to keep the case on the national agenda?" 

Educated and experienced as most of these conspiraoy-inventors are it is not easy to 

d'e 



U 

believe that they have, after more than two decades. not learned that no matter how often 

lien are repouted they do not become true in the repetition. 

They should have learned that theorine;arkand cannot be a4ted an fact merely bona 

because nomeone finds them attractive. and they Should have learned, particularly because 

it was well known)that the 

ology and had debunked the 

enoggh to get attention to 

major media was antagonistic, had supported the official myth-

eminently debunkable Garrieon, that it would be difficult 
Ar4 established fact awl impossible to interest the major media in 

the multidtude of often self-contradictory theories eubAtituted for fact. 

Oglesby'a defense of Stone and his movie hCs nothing to do with fact. It is an d. 

attack on those who criticied him and his tlioject that, even if justified, would not be 

relevant to the controvsOy Stone started with his fictional "his4y" that id a etude, 

crass commercialization and exploitation of the great trege4y. Calling his film "J.11.K" 

when it in not about the beloved President. Calling his production company "Eamelot" and 

going to court and otherwise fighting to be able to redo* the TSBD for reality, se he 

also ddd with the movie house. 

Oglesby's idea and yours throughout is that ole Garrison utters a lie in the form of 

his nonstop theorieu it becomes instant fact, as it does when Stone adapts Garrison a lies 

and amplifies them with Marrs' concoctions and his ovInApagininga, and anyone who does 

not fill in 	line is somehow a government gin-agentand opposed to keeping "the case 

on the national agenda." 

Stone invented and Oglesby adopts a new concept of the first amendment, It is that 

the wealthy and the oallosfily indifferent have an unlimited right to yam° their wealth 

and power to rewrite our tragic history immune from any criticism until criticism serves 
41 

no purpose, until Rtone and Warnerd have flooded the country an0 the world with their 

salami= adaptation of Garrison's lieu and imaginings and told the people this is their 

taue history, the way Siline began hie propaganda for his exploitation, in word fie cannot 

now withdraw. 
Si 

Stone, Warner°, Garriatn, Marrs and all the other fabricator/ and popularizers of 

deceOtive and misleading non-solutions havesfirst-amendment right to be heardr!,-Onl  v•  

they/on this subject: 

Not a 78-year- old who dares insist that the truth be told, that fact be established, 

that criticiatem be justified, factual and truthful, that thepeople not be lied to about 

any aspect of the terrible crime that turned their county and the world aroundi 

I have no riql:tel, acGcording to you at4 your g-ang of sycophants. Stone says he alone 

has a first-amendment right and neither I or anyone else, partiouirly not the major media 

has any Constitutional right to disPute his rdwrIlng of our 2iiatory.-7' 1' 4  /141V,14.: 	414•  
1 

This is what Oglesby and all of you insist upon. 



Stone's ./Irst-Amendment fart that gpve you all pain in that he has the right to 

perpetrate a fraud by moans of which he can enrich himeelf and perhaps win commercially-

valuable honors byt it also denies those with no commercial interest or any benefit at 

all the right to oppose or expose his perpetration of his fraud.C1/1C101 P11444/  

Herbert I, Schillery who neither has factual knowledge nor claims it has -flsame 

pain from the same fart and gets even more irrational and unfeasonablo, apparent having 

gotten a satisfying whiff, and he makes the identical spurious argument. 

uo begins by having me the flunky of the Bush administration, of all thingsl (page 6) 

as well as its instrument in its "controlled-media cultural atmosphere" because Stone's IA 

movie "in currently getting this treatment from a bevy of Journalists." 

	

e1 	l °511a D a aill .  

	

If this in what it takes to be a professor ofe521 	 crop of communicators 

he has turned out: Not Schiller alone, an we'll see. 

lie mistates t,e issue ass  the rikhlIt Q uestion  ‘,his emphasis) the established and 

official version of what happened [no matter] how realistic or fanciful the theory, what 

facts are selected and which ones are discarded." he this "commtniications" guru seat` it 

the sole right is that "of the filmmiaer." And only after  "the movie has been completed 

and publicly screened" can there be any criticism of it and that criticism is limited to 

"the audinebe." 

not all the world's agie-goerW4t subject expert? 

What good is criticism - and I notethat long before Stone started shooting he had 

constructive and factual criticieme persisted in his fraud and prostitution of 

our history nonetheless -7--iiixiixigimmtilt what moaning can it have if in the Schiller 

version of the Stone rewriting of thlifirst amendment no e4riticem is permissible until 

it is too late, until it can do no good, serve no purpose at all? 

Once again, only Stone has any rights under the Yirst Amendment - the right to lie 

to and mislead and misinierm the people - and it denies anyone under any circumstances 

the right to try to tell the people the truth. Goebbele again. 

Schiller, like Stone, can conVOt this Amendment as he does and seem to be reasonable 
JV' 

by mi&ting the basic issue. lie ignore; what Stone had ropeated.told the world about his 

movie ana_aareepetly_aa_schat-he-eam-gets-to-repeatea-it  atin again: that his film would 

tell the people their history and in doing this would tell them "who" killed their 

President, "why" and "how." 

This is not at all the same as presenting mere entertainment, non-fiction, whether 

"realistic or fancifyl." 

Schiller proceeds tcote out of context from the June 20, 1991 New Orleans 'qmoe-

Picayune. Either he is selective in his quotation from thaiTi* pcsi-P(5;i5tone or someone 

else provided it to him they withhold from him what longsx triggered the Rosemary flames 
Og- 

letter ho cites. It was a lengthy, self-serving unit factually incorrec int-erview ilutkx 

how in the world is the audience to be in a position to judge? Is every American\  i7 f 



in thafetespaper on Hay 24. In this interview Stone repeated what I quote above and 

that was three and a half moths. after he knew and did not question the truth I sent him. ___. 	__. .. - — 	•_. 

In this interview he also added to his claim of making a non-fiction movie and lied 
hiej 

about i*s content: "Me added the reaearchee of about 28 years" to Garrison. 
q 	 t 

Whatever hie source Schiller can t even quote straight. What a model of a prfessor 

il- 

df communicatione, one of those who prepare those who Anfprm us n the democratic tradi- 
_Ft oil Om sti"-  lass tion he is 14:"Credentiela added to hidpeb-special Cone itutional iiterpretationt 

1 
Without saying that she was the reporter who broke the 'iarrieon story lot that ak, 

Irkit• 
paper, then covered his faq&sioa for it and coauthored a boc6On it or evenp telling 

As it- 
you (not that there ilt 1.4y reason to think you'd have cared) or the reqder that she was 

really talking about Garrison, this is what hiller sayalshe sal,dti' that Lardner's Washi 
. 	 . , 

ingtoll •Yoak account was based on information provided by ' apples in the Stone camp.' Is 

this where the secret ends of the OMA goTil  

(Ho, Herr Professor, they didn,  t give me a penny') 

What James actually said, after recounting thal. Lardner had written his story and 

tsaladad used a copy of the script "and revealed its flaws" ist 
fi 

"aiee in the gone camp report that he was livid (and) he described Lardner as a 

government agent in reporter's disguise." 
_ 

Still in his DiegNeil mode Herr Otofeueor criticizes 1eporter James for exposing 

i the existence of GarrisonWinveetigation" because "it was a secret inveetigationg." 

-:' 	Or, lies of our times in l4es of Our TimesySchiller does lie, on his own or in repeat- 

ing what atone fed or hid fed to him. 

Is this the Sheridan Square,( Lies/ LOOT,Ellen Hay/William Schapp practise, even be-

lief, that'becauge an investigation is allegedly secret reporting it is wrongful? i/' 1 
ph f!, i1 ike CI)P3 

Are you zeallx saying that government should be secret? Schiller does! 

But the plain and simple truth is that 6arrison's so-called "inve4lIgation" was 

rI secret 	 not 	&irrison asked reporters :`- . 
not to report it. fie had been interviewing many people, persobally and through his aid= 

staff, which is how other reporters learned about it. At least two wherif new recall told 

me that. Hew.the story did get reportedVia-Ewer...wee it wee not and could not be what 

Schiller 'says it was, secret. James got her information from the public recofda of hie 

expenditures that dart son by law had to file. 
1'. 

rmore r
Chf at- 

expends 

 ons of what Stone farted Schiller concludes with Mother big 

lie$: "The criticismchave a common objective. It is to defend edtablished orthodoxy's 

version of what happened in JJallas in Aovember, 19'5r and at the same time censor or 

marginalize views that challenge thu official account." 
JO_ 

This, remember, began with my ME3bruary 8 letter tc litoue informing him that carason's 
all 

book was false, loaded with .1,..1a!y'gCumente-C1) and a IffiU=Nis "to defend 



oethodoxyle version" or is it warning Stone in advance that he would bo lying to th
e 

tr6Lting and still-sorrowing people? Offering him access to a quarter of a million 
pages 

of those records he before and after persisted in lying to the people abput in sayi
ng they 

dt  
were all suppressed initile4 at least the year 2U3̀9 1 as 	"defending" this same "orthodoxy?" 

One of the reasons the major media was so one-sided in its reporting and non-report
ing 

about the assassination and its investigation is whet this Schiller lying typifies.
 It and 

tir ou 	 , . , 
its reporters and editors for years have been flo 	h a.ried wild a flood of overt 

lies and zany theories invented or popularized by those who now support StoneOhat 
,hey 

were turned off and automaticallt discarded ail releases as "more of that JFK trash
." 

Which almost all of it wee! 

Lardnor's and tiongstl e record are better than that of moat of the media, as is 

stated in the only professional bibliography on the JFK assassination, by 1}ru. Guth
 and 

Wrone (Greenwood Press). 

Two of the Lardner/Post stories that I recall, and there were a number hardly defen
d-

ing "orthodoxy's version are his reporting that our only Unelected x'renident was, 
as a 

Ylember of the Warren Commission, a a-tool-piQom for the FBI and his reporting that 

befp0o any investigation wan possible the man then running the Department of Justic
e, 

Deputy Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach, wrote LBJ through his channel, lq.11 i
kinyorn, 

as soon as Oswald was killed anthe boa there would not be any trial, that the publ
ic had 

to be convinced that Oswald was the assassin; that he had no collaborators still at
 large; 

and that the evidence was such he would have been convicted ajt trial. 

Professor Schiller may be emeritus in teaching communications but he sure as heel 

isn4 in truth or fact or plain common sense. 

But at that he performs better than Professor Zachary Sklar, coauthor of Stone's 

/ 
script and editor on t'arrieonAs book. 

Ills attack centefl; on Richard Zoglin's Time lhigazine story exposing some of Stone'
s 

factual errors. Time magazine, it should be noted, is part of the corporateyt struct
ure 

that includes Warner films, which advanced those reported $40 milldne to 9tono ar4
 as 

Lies/ Sheridan Square surely know, Warnerigooker-wa-ch 	paid Garrison $137,500 f
or the 

/to 	
0 

paperback rights to reprint his bookend as sordidly retitlept "J.F.K.)" the
 same explit- 

4 

ative mintitling Stone urea for his commercialization. 

Sklar rehashed the non-existing/First/Amendment claim and flaunts the same disdain 

for truth and reality in his defte of the book he edited and its author. Of Garris
on, who 

did not ever bring a single new fact  to light, he says that "His inveallgation of t
he Shaw 

case turned up a great deal of evidence that pearly every book on the Iterulecky assas
ination 

since that time has used." !i  

To the extent that part of this is true - the allegation of GarrisonYe developing 

of evidence is not true - it is an indictment of the trash on which Stone draws for
 what 



he added to (arrisongs flight into Lela band, those nutty theorien compiled by Jim harry 

in his "Crossfire.! 
1,:ftn 

Sklar 6da Zoglin for writing, warreison appears to have-I:eight — bought [Garrison's] 

version virtually wholesale." Terrible and unjunfified criticism, huh? Stone himself did 

not boast of this over and over again? Did not also boast that he was alsoI-awing on 

‘/ that great-teficam--earrs? 

How can thin be true, in Sklar'a version, when the revered hvin Cootner plays 

Garrison in tho movie? Sklar did not nay for S7,00,000 or that-heiii Costner took 

Stone's word for the validity of the movie. 

This line comes from what Stone wrote the Washington Post in pretended but non-

existing reflation of l'ardnerle article. Stone then added other names ho bought so he 

could trade on tiNPa-number of established stare like Ed Antler to whom he paid large 

sums for what amountito walk-on parts. 

Sklar then pretends that 1  helped `tone in his movie, along with the late Sylvia 

Fieagher, saying what is a lie, that jtone "incorporates information...from the separate 

investigatione of S.via "eel 	
1) 

"P 	
1
larold Weinberg....  and-  among othersTT-S-klar 

does not say Slone (60411Crilld 	37(1 ii4t1"9-5 	-31L6Ffi'Atect 	4tur WO, 	to act as experts 	hey-dumpe 	him the Me 
" 

atrocity of a loving son,
A 
 Rickey 	who tried to commercialize.V

,} 
alleang thrs-Philther 

was an assassin.S'r  One of these mite described by jtono as "respected researchers" is 
/PIA 

Larry Howard, irking° proud boast art isl that hu achieved such unique subject-matter expertise 

by not reading a single book on the subject. After thin issue .if hikes LOOT appeared he 

assured me that the Ricky White comicination of fabrication and plagiarism is ab4lutely 

true, no doubt the reason why, after I  exposed it, Stone n_cked off of it. Idlother,eary 
erled 

°haw, had only recently 0 publicly mtni,e/irer,1,11(1 entirely different "solution" than Stone's, 

that three top mafia types were the real assassins, including the also safely dead Sam 

"Morro" Giancana and Johnny Roselli. " 
6',1 	)n 	• ill'i4101 Aft( ;It try 71.I/0/1.71 41. re I 

The ctpy of Stone's script that i have contains no "information" from either my 

Vinvestigation" etc that of Sylvia Heaghorle and it is a soript that cannot be altered to 

make Jour dependable and faotual work pertinent or in any way useful in it. 

While of the one hand Stone uttered this lie oni=a1 aocasionfand got mationwido 

publicity trading on Meagher's name and mine, when I complaithed about it to him he referred 

my letter to his lawyer, who assured me that it is not true. hyeecond letter of protest, 

correctly 	as returned by the post office, which had been told that Stone had 

moved and left no forwarding address! 

The uglier tuuth is that Stone Bella to 12aika bribe Meagher's hair who was then 

under severe emotional distress and without income with his attempt to buy the rights to 

"use" her book. This meant, as with the also innoCent Asner and others, that jtone, in 
_ _ 

plain English, was trying to my bud le right to to trade onHeagher's name. Hot having 
Sv c 

succeeded in his bribery, he and here Sklar falu 	o it anyway. 



hi N'In4.1/P111  ' As this preweeson00 Journalism displays hie high standards he statue, "Garrison 
himself was offered a federal judgeship on the condition that he atop hie investigation." 

Proof cited? None. Source: Garrison and Garrison only, in his book that Sklar edited without 
the most primitive checking, the book redolent with le many lies some have little point. 

Any witnesses to this alleged offer? 

NoAt one. 

only those without any factual knowledge at all or those influenced by the garrison/ 
Stone/ Sheridan Square/Sklar fanteay, that darrison really did conduct a real investi-
gation and that it really did turn up solid information won't choke on this fiction. 

What uarrison did do is adopt the work of others as his own, indiscriminately, taking 
/-1 the fancy wiAh the fact, and he poted over the Warren Commission's 26 volumes finding 

codes whre there were none, hidden meanings thatexisted only in his imagination, and using 
these docyments as his spring-board for his own wild flights of fancy that, to him, be-
came mal as soon as he made them up. 

Garrison brought not a single substantial fact about the JFK assassination or its 
official investigations to light - not one! Period! Any statement to the contrary, like 
this just quoted from Sklar,--sm4-4 is not true:It in the wAthology he created about 
himself and magnified in his book but it is only mythology. 

there was no reason for any such offer (the original script has it from the CIA, 
which from its records I have was laughing at him all the time while rebutting or ridicul-
ing his endless manufactures of alleged evidence) because he not only wan doing the govern-
ment no harm - he was doing it a favorl 

Ae do Sklar and stone. 

I have countless records in which these improvisations pretended to be facto are 

quoted, often selectively, and then rebutted, for internal distribution, with comment 
that amountSee, more nonsense, more that in false, as we heroin demonstrate. Once 
again the critics prove that we were right to begin with.11 

0o, on Garrison's word alone, and a askier proposition is not easy to imagine if 
one seeks fact or truth, Sklar says the government tried to bribe garrison to "atop" him. 

Next he nays, again no proof, only the unnamed person whose word he takes, perhaps 
Garrison, perni=1Stonv, perhaps dome flunky,nccording to documents released under the 
Freedom of Information Act, the FBI followed Garrison wherever he went." Naturally, Sklar 
does not say to whom these documents were "released" or where they could be found to be 
checked, not that he personally checked them, oY who got them released. 

\ / 
I donArt blame him, given his unbidden intent to shill fgStone and Garrison when 

both are under severe and factually-cofrect criticism. 

I, not Garriosn of lk_tono or anyone else, filed Civil Action 78-0420 to obtain all 

the New Orleans FBI office records relating to the JFK assassination, with the files on 

Garrieofi among individual files specified. I also filed at the same time Civil Action 



*4 78-0322, for the Dallas FBI records relating to the JFK assassination, Dallas being 

what the FIJI culls the "office of origin and the funnel through which all recordspur pour 

into FBIR.4. Earlier that year, in 4still another FUIa lawsuit/, 1  'Dowelled the FBI to 

give me without charge all its headquarters JFK assassination records. 

Jo, to the befit of my knowledge, with the litigation extended for a decade by offi-

cial stonewalling, ultimately I got all the files in which the records Sklar refers to 

had to have existed. And they are not thereY The FBI did not have any need to "follow 
1 

Garrison eitiorywhere he wont" and it didn t. 

1t did faithfully clip and forward the newspapers and it did diligently prepare memos 

on and evaluating tho aarrison
hj  
tythe as soon as they it appeared.4.4;;:The New vrleans 

office sent FBIN what it had on and knew about the wiMrdos who sought Garrison out and 

about thu fairy then attributed to them by the papers, as they told reporters or as in 

one way or another they came from .errison. 

Like just about all eDle that Sklar says, thin just iu not true. 

Boy is A true that "all of the files that earrison's staff had assembled wore turned 

over to Shaw's defense counsel before theiiiill7trial, siach Sklar says TomA,thell admitted 

in hiss book. False. Besides which I saw all thane files in those file cabinets long after 

this alleged heist. It would not have been possible to remove all of that junk without 

det4ion, it was that voluminous. 

fill i'ethell had to do and all h-b did do when he could no long stifle his disgust 

was tell Shaw's counsel what Carrieon's alleged case 4 consisted of. 

Readers should be reminded that when Carrieon finally took hie case before a jury 

that,as Stone has acknowledged, believed there d been a conspiracy to kill the President, 1 
that jury, bellVing there had been a conspiracy, 	threw Garrison s case out within an 

hour. Pe just had nothing at all exdept his unsupported suspicions-sad all be had when 

u5 
With hi.3 bare face hanging ut Sklar concludeslfsaying of the movie /it has been 

il  Ihoroughly-mkraskatrux r.s5earclf usl fact-checked." Stone was not in a Waion to do this 

to begin with and he had no such interest or intent. oreove;, how can you "research" 
;1  icht 	 1.4 ''44 was is imaginary or "fact-check" gross, overt lies,. 	a few I cited above? 

How can you "fact-check," even if it happened, which it didn't, that an effort was 

mdde to "ptop" Garrison with the offer of a federal Olgeship7 There is only Garrison's 
„9,,' attir 

;;0td adytaking Nal /dills word with his public record is neither "research" not "fact-

checking." 

jtone had no authentic scholar or researcher working for him with the exc
/
eption of 

an eminent and well-informed pathologist. In that area he was the beet per 	have 

had. plp,  there isn't.a thing about it in either Aarrison's book or in the movie script! 
fraihq 

3tone engaged Cgri Dr. Cyril Wecht so he could trade on Wecht's fine reputation - and 

larLilel Avt cii 

he went public was these suspicions and theories. 



Withogt doubt Sjone had the aeseeeination mythologists and other ignoramuses, like 

his 180,000 "I -did 't-read- a -single- assaseination-book" expert. Be had Marrs, whose 

book is restricted to what he understood of the aesorted aseeeaination theories not one 

of which is boned on fact - and Marrs cane even get that guff straight. Except when,as he 

did, Wipegiarized. Samples of both if requested --copies of what hE4ibbed verbatim 

included. But he had no regl;experte working for or with himond 4rL43 did not dare risk 

that, witness what happened to him and his movie without inside knowledge of his adventures 

with our histiOy am he rewrites it. 

With Skier it should be emphasized that as the book's editor he should have chocked 

what iarrison wrote for accuracy and he did not. As the publisher, Sheridan Square id the 

same responsibility. Without doing this it imposed upon the reader's trust and thou abused 

that trust. 
xl-Levt% 

What ielrobable isthat the checking, if any, was restricted to whether or not 
4-14-  there was libel. With mYstitlhose who might have had an interest in libelaction,-tf-nut4/4  

al:.,_.4)f---theol dead, there wqa no need that I recall for any concern about libel. 

When it is fiction, anfrude fiction, albeit well written, there really is little 

that can be done lemtaxp-by a publisher with minimal concern for his reputation. One way, 

with the book larrison's, is to consult with those who have personal knowledge of his 

shAanigans, not those involved in them or those impressed by his recount of them. 

So, what Sklar builds up to is as big a lie as any of the many in the book and the 

script based on 	it was not possible for there to be any credible  "research" or 

"fact-checking" to'confirm the book's manuscript or the movie's script. 

Witness - and this reflects thella0ual knowledge 8tone and Sklar had by the time 

they drafted the script - they had trignallifess David Perri 	-with his head formed 

into the toilet bowl - by his nonexisting hair! 

And this after  what Sklar refers to ao "Niemxthoroughly researched and fact-chocked!" 

On this subject, other than that the President is dead, neither 8tono nor Sklar knows 

what a fact is or, from their public  record, give a damn.j  

Then, of course, there is the unsolicited and UnWid 'research" a.;.2.dYfact-chocking" 

that I gave "tone before he began shooting 	extravaganza. he I -(e4Le amd it was both 

free and noerate and he ignored it. he was offered more and he did not eracaptx.±4x 
A 

ask for it. So,much for the alleged "research" and "feet-checking" when what `'tone was 

'fold is a gross lie of 'arrison s manufacture ant 	basig in his movie and he was 

silent except for proceeding with 'diet he knew before he shot was a deliberately dishonest 

taxi book, which meant a deliberately dishoneet script. 

°ten° might have claimed that he did not know aiM before he got my February U letter 
11 4i .4; 

but thereafter he could 
4 4. 
-know. Thus he Ak4.komiaglx,ehoot fromx a "deliberately dna 

die honest script. 11 

■Tfift",  
He opted over truth and a decent film that did record that tragic history for the 



people as big a lie as he could have grabbed and he made that even more diegnoet, aided 

and abetted hy Sklar and that menagerie of phonies and ignoramuses he calls "respected 

researchers. 

Fltiybo btone believed that because I an 75 and WA feeble 1 would forget about it. 
If he did, he did not get any such advice from any authentic experts in the filgd. 

Most of my extensive FOIA litigation began after the first of my venom thromboses and 

it was after that that the Department of Justice organized what it referred to as its 

"get Weinberg" crew of lawyers from its Civil Division. I have no way of knowing how 

many Aker from other components it had blit the number of FIJI special agents arrayed 

against and was not inconsiderable.qiikfiNgtit.4tC" '14-6(i{:4"i;17"`"e'lly h--q 4  1111144/1;11:  

nut now he has you plural) ass kissers of the left and the most expensive mid prest-

igeoue "door openers" of the right lying and lobbying for him and Warners to save him and 

them free what they have earned and richly deserve, a monumental failure. 

They deserve this because despite his later contrary pretenses stone told the world 

that hie would be a non-fiction movie, that it would record their "history" for tho people, 

that it would tell them "who" killed the rrenident they love and sorrow over, "why" and 

1r 

"how." li e cannot poseibl do this from the type-set garbage and multitudinous falsehoods 

in both la.rrison4s and 	rs' books and btone knew it. 

It was not possible to revise the "tone-Sklar script to eliminate this basid dis-

honesty and as long as his script came from these two travesties it had to be a lie once 

he described it as he did describe it repeatedly, as tolling the truth, as presenting sr 

fact. 

If he had not begun his propagandizing of the monster that he hoped would bring him 

still more fame and wealth, if he had never represented his movie as truthful or factual 

ot as recounting our history, then in a cork of sea-fiction he did anexis have a right 

to say anything he might want, to be as untruthful, as inventive, as obscene, as this 

actual movie has to be obscene and as the ecript I have is, and while he could and should 

be criticized for this, ho has the right to do it. 

But The Lireat One ws$ not satisfied to produce a fictional account. He first latched 

onto Garrison book which he repreInted to be factuall khon on "arrscof which he made the 

same minnwesentation, and thou he fought to get the right to and spent large sumoliem 

of money to remake the TUBD, which had been converted to other uses, and to refurbish the 

movie in which Oswald was arrested. This was only to indicate his fidelity to fact when 

he was umfnithful to it. 	
!/
l "Camelot" Productions, the title "J.F.K." for am/movie to i about JFK, Garrisontis 

book identically retitled, and it sure as hell is not about JFK, all the alleged hiring 

of ell the alleged "respected researchers" and all the other Bellymoodri scrimshaw xxx 

plus all the fine sums for all those respected actors for bit purta only and it is appar-

ent that before there was any public kAbwIedge of what was soon known as "The °liver 



Stone Project for 1991" what their-humbleiaUe was up to is sheer exploitation and com-

mercialization of this groat national tragedy. 

Describing tilis as indecent praises it, it ia that mosfitvous. 

ii will deceive and mislead more people than anything wince the Warren report, 
1 

perhaps with all the publicity Garrison had for no many /xx yearn,Ttone (rut t 

corruption of both his own record and the crime itself. 

It will within the government be the vehicle for persuading; oven more officiule that 

the "solution" in 2gre probative that/ criticism of it. 

My can the FBI and the CIA have a field day with this drek coming from thin combination 

of d.relgttrti-Ertsi 
pinto 

They surely have more clipine than were Bent me of what Stone said and (.an,t take back. 

They'll quote that effectively and they wong(t have to make anything up. 

Until Stone raise hie exploiGAIng and commercialising heady Garrison lumuLuuctiumausix 
did 

INA more damage to legitimate and factual criticism of the official mythology palmed off 

on the people by their gobermnent. 

It romaine to be seen whether Stone's movie does morn damage. It has a more effective 

means of conveying his false message and of impressing people so that they remember. 
0' 9 	4" 1 A~ hat he has done and what you have done directly and indirectly tyour crap has 0 

already been used abroad for all the world as though it were true and real) there ie no 

doubt, this projedt was and is and will be a major swault on the credibility of all decent, 

honorable and factual criticism of the terrible thing the government did when it lied to 

the people about the JFK assassination. 

You, Stone and Garrison reflect the belief that because what the goverbment did was 

false, wan wrong, you have a collective license to do us the government did, bu falae and 

wrong, and you actually, collectively, regard this as a public service. 

It has oven been sug6ested that this could lead to a now investigation. 

Afy, what that would mean! How much more it would disenchant and disllusion the already 

overly-abused people. 

lie Were a fraud and a travesty to be inveeligated, could anything good emerge? 

"ould there be t iything other than a condemnation of all criticism, the factual as 
ciky 

well as yourdrek7 

Anything better than a justification of those many official a2 creants who failed us 

when it was their obligation to determine and repot the tlilth to the degree that was pos- 

sible? 

knything better than what officials could re resent as further proof that their fmud, 

their travesty, was not a fraud and a travesty, told the people the truth? 
4 

But a now investigation based on this mishmash of fabrication, knowing falnehood, 

unfactuality and conjecture is the one consequence of which there need by no fear. 

The government will love the movie that tondo to justify and exculpate it. 



As I write this Siones e promotions for his movie aro several weeke old. 

liiaTrIN43€4180,000 Dallasnute have held a symposium that, whether or not he arranged, 

suggested, finanaitoed or subsidizedit)generated puffery for his movie. 

Except that the night before general release of the movie in the movie houses there is 

to be a benefit Re showing in Dalian, the informatiWI have from the press is that tkaxx 

_Stone is departing from the general practise and not permitting reviewers to see his movie 

so that they can review it before it is shown. The information I have, - 	may have to 

be changed if he fillers a kickback, is that  	critics would not be able to see 

it until too late for their reviews to be-laltattxxaoakaixax printed before t tickets 

are sold. Unica:lithe Dallas benefit is daytime, this will be true of that/100 a ticket 

showing. reviewers who might Knt to go to the expenae# of lying to Dallas and theg paying 

$100 could not have their reviews in the morning papers ofilla December 20, opening day. 

Whatever this eaceptionnl departure from norm means or represents it doeiiot suggest 

that either Warners or The treat (liver Stone want any reviews to be available before 

tickets go on sale and the movie can be seeneawi 	 giv.k 4-4,'1ite14.)4teMplya4z*-/7 
ot' ibis done not suggest that theyranticipate favorable reviews now. 

rkconfidonee.in It is not an expres!,'on 41-41dAA1 another Oscar movie by thrice-Oucared 

Not to exploit Camelot as the shameless Stone has done but to state a simple truth, 

none of us ie Merlin and weq can tit remembg the future. 

So as of this writing there is no way of knowing whether or not the movie will succeed; 

whether or not Warners'' will recover its $40 million or make a profit on that investment; 

whetellr or not the sale superb talent Stone hired for his movie xillhae peformect so well 

as to be honored for their performances. 

know only what justice and a decent concern for our tragic history require and I dp 

h7pe that in justice this rotten exploitation and commercialization, this deifying of a 

wretched and dishonest failure, this newest imposition on the-ieat trust of the people 

fails as it should fail. 

Whether or not it does, at the least, because an enfeebled old man was willing to 

oentif confront all the wealth and power behind this latest and most henvily piiim promoted 

disinformation', and because beginning with George tardner's completely factual and truthful 

story in the 5ashington Post the reporting of which -L know has been fair and accurate, there 

does exist, if in no way comparable to the power of a movie made by so talented a man, a 

body of fnot with which those having the interest can compare the movie and those having 

more than the average interest have a means of learni g more. 

If what I have done does no more than warn those who would exploit, commercialize and 

t4nish our history that it just may kick Lk on them, then it is worth all the troub4. 

and time when at 70 I have eo much less time, and all the abuse of which youe lies of 

out tiurriia but one example. 



Pretending with his usual contempt for truth and fact that by his revisions of the 

script he has perfected it and that it in aoeurate,,Stone boasted of at leant six revisions. 

Some of the major media swallowed this phony line instead of wonde ing why a supposedly 

factahl fin required any revision at all. 
4 

Stone or one (4 his spokes-persons did admit tile-t the stupidity and ignornnce about 

hairless Ferrie having his heA. toiloted by the hair on his head where there was not _11 

even fuzz. This was the Stone/Sklar, to use the word Garrison used ,tio much," objectifying" 

the story. Sklar enough of a subject expert to edit the book and co-author the script 

that  ignorant or that indifferent to truth? 

Garrison boasted of rending the Ocript often and about hou fine it is - Stone's 

hero, demon investigator but to me the Ili* Panther who made Stone into a Hack Sennett 

kr' we, 
ioIug a Keystone Kpps dir.eter and he did not perceive or correct title stupidity? 

So, Ferrie, or at least his keit hairless head is, out of the seript toilet if not 

out of the script. 

After whet I told Stone about Garrison's mendacity about Bexley and his firing,St one 

has to be crazy, important as that corruption of truth and reality was to the script, to 

leave it unchanged, if in at all. 

But yhatever changes Stone made in nix or more revisions, it remains GIGO, garbage 

in garbage out. 

From the Garrison and Marrs books it can be nothing oleo or better. 

Stone has put his honors, his reputation, in his GIGO "LOOT." 

You have now vested your reputation in your "Lies of Our Times." 

A line Garrison loved to prate is appropriate; 

h-r/ 
"Though the heavens fall, 4e/justice be done!" 

Amen! 


